Chapter 01 Land & People


Chapter 02 Values & Attitudes

1. future lives  2. one's condition in life  3. 1963  4. ruler
   5. years of service  6. two  7. Indians


Chapter 03 Religion, Customs & Tradition

1. Religious tolerance and mutual respect.
2. During the Vedic era.
3. The eternal order of dharma.
5. There are a lot of gods with different attributes but they are merely the expression of different aspects of Brahman.
6. Its hybrid nature.
7. Everything comes to a standstill during festivals.
8. In the middle of April.

Chapter 04 Making Friends

9. F

Chapter 05 The Nepalese at Home

Chapter 06 Time Out

6. a mountain bike  7. Chitwan

Chapter 07 Travel, Health & Safety


2. Tibet  2. international departure  3. motorbike  4. water
5. lower  6. Friends

Chapter 08 Business Briefing

1. foot  2. individuals  3. elders  4. Friday  5. insult
6. English    7. contribution
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Chapter 09 Communicating

1

2